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M. K.'s Fortieth Anniversary Sale
will prove

conclusively and more effectively than ever before our ability to
underbuy,and our determination to undersell

Many events of the last few months have shown M. & K.'s ability
to underbuy all competition in the community and our positive de-

termination to undersell. That that this has been noticed is proved
by the frequent remarks to this effect by the public. That it has been
appreciated is shown by the remarkable response our announcements
have elicited.

On next Monday there will start here an event of greater import
fence than any ever held at M. & K. in the past and one that will prove
our underbuying-uhdersellin- g proclivities more certainly and in a
clearer light than any other. We ask no one to accept out word for
this statement; we suggest that every economy-lovin- g person visit
our storf and see for himself what it means when M. & K. says
"Our greatest sale.

It is natural that M. & K. should be able to underbuy because this
business has been a continual progression fpr forty years, during
which time every bill from every manufacturer has been promptly

. discounted; because, also M. & K. has shown the same loyalty and
good faith with the manufacturers that it has shown with the public;
furthermore, M. & K.'s volume of businesses such as to place it in
the same class with stores in cities several times as large as the Tri-Citie- s.

.
"

Similarly it is natural that one would expect to find M. & K. un-

derselling all competition because one of the parts of the policy that
has enabled it to continually grow for forty years has been its insis-

tence on this one point. Furthermore, so large is its volume of busi-
ness so firmly rooted is this store's reputation and the faith of the
public that the per centage cost of doing business here is low.

' Inasmuch as every possible effort has been made to put this sale
over in the greatest possible way to make it the banner event of for-
ty years, the most unusual price concessions and the most unusual as-

sortments of merchandise have been arranged. We have outdone
every previous effort because we felt that this was the most important
event in the history of the store and because we wanted the public to
understand just how sincere we are when we say that this sale is a
mode of expresing our appreciation for the great confidence the
people are continually showing in M. & K.

Following this event, every man and woman in the huge shopping
radius that pays tribute to this store, should be convinced of the truth
of our assertion, "We are capable of underbuying all other stores
within this radius and we are determined to undersell them."

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR
FURTHER PARTICULARS


